
SPOTLIGHT 
This month The PAC Spotlight shines on: 

Savannah Weber 
 

What do you want to do when you grow up? 
Pursue a career in the performing arts 
 
What have you seen at the PAC?  
I have seen the PAC’s productions of Wizard of Oz, The Little Mermaid, Mama 
Mia, all of the Sherlock productions, and a few choir and band performances. 
 
What have you participated in at the PAC?  
I have been in Missoula Children’s Theater productions (Rapunzel, Alice in 
Wonderland, Pinocchio, Peter and Wendy), Allegro dance theater productions 
(Lion King Jr., Peter Pan Jr., Mary Poppins, Jr.), Youth Theater of Hardin 
County productions (Mary Poppins, Thoroughly Modern Millie, Seussical, Hello 
Dolly, The Addams Family), Central Hardin Drama Club Productions 
(Urinetown, The Crucible, The Laramie Project, Little Women, Superherotown / 
Tales of the Wildest Neverland), and PAC ProAm productions of Young 
Frankenstein and The Nutcracker. I have also been in a few choir and band 
performances as well. 
 
What has been your most rewarding PAC experiences?  
The most rewarding experience for me has been having the opportunity to “fly” 
in two different shows over the years. That is something that most don’t get to 
do in their theater career and I am honored to have been able to do it more 
than once. 
 
What did you learn from your PAC experiences?  
I have learned the importance of cooperation and responsibility in a theatrical 
production and how to truly make a show the best it can be. 
 
How have you benefitted from the PAC?  
I have benefited in so many ways thanks to the PAC. I have obtained so many 
skills that will look really good on any sort of resume, such as working with 
power tools while building sets, or working sound systems and spotlights. 
 
Why is the PAC important to you?  
The PAC is important to me because it has allowed me to find my truest 
passion and has shaped me into the person I am today. 
 
Why should the PAC be important to others?  
The PAC should be important for others because it provides so many creative outlets for kids that you couldn’t 
get anywhere else. 
 

Learn more about them both and all the other PAC Spotlight Ambassadors we've recognized over the years. 
 

 
 

https://thepac.net/spotlight/
https://thepac.net/spotlight/
http://thepac.net/kid-spotlight/

